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THE AERODYNAMICS OF REACTING SUBSTANCES

By H. BATEMAN

GUGGENHEIM GRADUATE SCHOOL OF AERONAUTICS, PASADENA, CALIFORNIA

Communicated May 22, 1939

Speaking broadly, the subject of aerodynamics is concerned not only with
the forces exerted by a single fluid on solid bodies but also with the behavior
of mixtures such as those which occur in the gasoline engine and in the at-
mosphere. In a complete study of the motion of a fluid attention must be
paid to reactions between its constituents, evaporation, conduction and
radiation of heat, diffusion, viscosity and other phenomena.

It is uncertain to what extent equations governing the various processes
can be derived from a single variational principle as some of the phenomena
mentioned are known to present difficulties, but the situation may be
clarified a little by an examination of the equations derived from a varia-
tional principle of a very general type.
We consider n superposed substances S1, S2,... Sn. The density of the

substance S7 at the point (x, y, z) at time t will be denoted by Pr and a set
of component velocities in an irrotational motion of this substance will be
supposed to be derivable from a potential, or, which is a function of x, y, z

and t. The changes taking place in the complex will be regarded as

governed more or less by a governing function, f, which is a function of x,

y, z, t and of pi, p2,. pn, 40i, 42s,... 4). Writing ur = fr, V. = b--, Wr =wx ayt

«rwe consider the variational principleais
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0= 6 Jfd(x, y, z, t) [f -E PSQ5- + 1/2US2 + 1/2Vs2 + l/2WS2)] -

6 Jtd (x, y, z, t)L. (1)

in which the quantities Pi, p2, px, 01, a,2..., on are to be varied inde-
pendently.
The equations of Euler and Lagrange for this variational problem are

o = fS - (0S + 1/2US2 + 1/2VS2 + 1/2WS2), s = 1,2,..., n (2)

0 =fs+(Ps++ (PSUS)U +) (Psvs)++ (pSwS),s 1,2,...,n (3)
at ax by az

where the symbol fS is used to denote 6f/ap, and the symbol fs is used to
denote bf/ls,

Differentiating the first equation with respect to x we get

o = dfs/dx - (6usl/t + us6us/lX + vsbus/ly + wbu,/6z) (4)
n

where df3/dx = 6fs/ax + E (frs6Pr/aX + frs/?.X).
r=1

Let us now write
n

p = f- E Pr6f/Pr, (5)
r=1

then

dp/dx = 6f/ax - E prbfrl6X + E fr6Or/6X - E pr(frsaps/ax + fg,60/bx)
r=1

= - EL[ (PrUr) + (6/6X) (PrUr2) + (6/ay) (prUrVr) +

(6/6z) (PrurWr)].(6)

This is one of the dynamical equations for the system as a whole. The
quantity p can be regarded as the total pressure. The mean motion
(u, v, w) representing the motion of the center of mass of each fluid element
is generally rotational until the differences in velocity of the constituents
Sr are annulled.
Adding the equations (3) we see that Lavoisier's principle of the inde-

structibility of mass is fulfilled in the complete system if
In

E fs = O. (7)
s=1
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This equation is satisfied iff is a function of the differences 41- 45. In the

simple case in which f = E Fs(p8, ,2,. . ., ,) we may write
s=1

ps= Fs - psaFs/lJps
n (8)

P= Ps.

The quantity Pr can then be regarded as the partial pressure of the constitu-
ent Sr. We have also

(a/at) (prUr) + (a/ax) (prUr2) + (I/dy) (prUrVr) + (6/6z) (prUrWr) =

bFrlbx - bpr/bx. (9)

These equations are like the ordinary dynamical equations for a single gas.
The principle is readily extended to the case of constituents in rotational

motion.' The quantity under square brackets in (1) is replaced by

n
f - E ps(DsA)s + asDsj3s - 1/2Us2- '/2vs2- 1/2wS2) (10)

s=1

where Ds = a/a1 + u?J/?x + vs?/ly + wa/az,

andf is now a function of x, y, z, t, Pl, P2,..., Pn, ( ..l . ., 4),011a, .2..,- n,
#1, p2,, ,/Xft, Us, is, Ws.... In forming the equations of Euler and La-
grange the quantities ps, s,0 s, s, us, v5, w, are to be varied independently.
The principle may also be extended to the case in which the axes are those
at a place on the rotating earth. The form of the Lagrangian function is
readily inferred from the remark in the author's review of Ertel's book.

It is thought that these variational principles may be of some use in ob-
taining the characteristics of the set of partial differential equations charac-
terizing the motion and, in particular, for the determination of the velocity
and properties of a surface of discontinuity in the atmosphere or in an ex-
plosion engine. It will be seen from equations (3) that when the quantities
fs are not zero the equation of continuity for a constituent substance is not
satisfied. This allows, then, for the production or destruction of the sub-
stance by a chemical transformation and the generalized equation of con-
tinuity should also be a generalized form of the law of mass action of chemi-
cal dynamics. Such an equation should be applicable in particular to the
reaction zone which forms a region of continuity between burnt and un-
burnt gases in an explosion. It is just in such a region that a more com-
plete treatment than that usually given is desirable.

In their recent work Lewis and von Elbe have devoted some attention
to the part played by diffusion. To include diffusion in the present analy-
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sis new terms must be added to the Lagrangian function L. If we add
terms of type

__G Ps a¢s + aPS boS + bps __5
s=l ax ax by by az az

the left-hand side of equation (3) must be replaced by

aa Gsbps + yyGsbps + Z(GGbps)
and a term

- [.a.- (Gsus) + . (Gsvs) +
6
(Gsws)

must be added to the right-hand side of equation (2). Thus in a non-uni-
form flow there may be forces on a constituent which arise from diffusion.

1 An appropriate form of the principle was suggested by the author in a physical
seminar at the California Institute of Technology in 1938 and also in a review of H.
Ertel's "Methoden und Probleme der Dynamischen Meteorologie," Zentralblatt fiur
Mathematik und ihre Grenzgebiete, 18, 311 (1938). The analysis for the case of a single
gas has been given in detail by H. Ertel, Meteorologische Zeit., 105-108 (1939).

2 Bernard Lewis and Guenther von Elbe, "Combustion, Flames and Explosion of
Gases," Cambridge Univ. Press (1938). See also J. B. Zeldovich and D. A. Frank-
Kameneckij, "On the Theory of Uniform Flame Propagation," Compt. rend. (Doklady)
de l'acad. des sciences de ' U. R. S. S., 19, 693-697 (1938).

A QUESTION IN GENERAL RELATIVITY
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I.-The following question, which provides an illuminating applicatioii
of general relativity to electrodynamics, has been put to me by Professor
Oppenheimer. Consider two concentric spheres with equal and opposite
total charges uniformly distributed over their surfaces. When the spheres
are at rest, the electric and magnetic fields outside the spheres vanish.
When the spheres are in uniform rotation about an axis through their
center, the electric field outside vanishes, while the magnetic field does not,
since the magnetic moment of each of the spheres is proportional to the
square of its radius. Suppose that the spheres are stationary; then an
observer traveling in a circular orbit around the spheres should find no
field, for since all of the components of the electromagnetic field tensor
vanish in one coordinate system, they must vanish in all coordinate systems.
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